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Behind the Smile is an inside look at the world of Caribbean tourism as seen through the lives of the

men and women in the tourist industry in Barbados. The workers represent every level of tourism,

from maid to hotel manager, beach gigolo to taxi driver, red cap to diving instructor. These highly

personal accounts offer insight into complex questions surrounding tourism: how race shapes

interactions between tourists and workers, how tourists may become agents of cultural change, the

meaning of sexual encounters between locals and tourists, and the real economic and ecological

costs of development through tourism. This updated edition updates the text and includes several

new narratives and a new chapter about American studentsÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ experiences during summer

field school and home stays in Barbados.
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Highly readable, conversational prose.... [Gmelch] is deserving of the most positive comparisons

with Studs Terkel.--Amanda Stronza ""Americas """Highly readable, conversational prose....

[Gmelch] is deserving of the most positive comparisons with Studs Terkel." Amanda Stronza,

Americas, reviewing a previous edition or volume""The narratives are thought-provoking and

Gmelch's comments are insightful. Everyone in the tourist industry should have this book on their

shelves." Anthropological Quarterly, reviewing a previous edition or volume""Provides extraordinary

insight into the personal views of tourism workers in Barbados.... [M]ake[s] interesting and

sometimes surprising reading." The Nation (Barbados), reviewing a previous edition or

volume""Provides extraordinary insight into the personal views of tourism workers in Barbados....
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interesting and sometimes surprising reading." Ã¢â‚¬â€¢The Nation (Barbados), reviewing a

previous edition or volume"Highly readable, conversational prose.... [Gmelch] is deserving of the

most positive comparisons with Studs Terkel." Ã¢â‚¬â€¢Amanda Stronza, Americas, reviewing a

previous edition or volume"The narratives are thought-provoking and Gmelch's comments are

insightful. Everyone in the tourist industry should have this book on their shelves."

Ã¢â‚¬â€¢Anthropological Quarterly, reviewing a previous edition or volume

Had to get it for a class. Came in perfect condition.

Thought provoking, very good read.

very interesting, informative book

as the price. i will purchase it from you next time. This product has great balance and weighting to it.

I was impressed with the packaging and the product itself is impressive, especially given the price. I

would absolutely recommend purchasing this product to others. he love it, good product with high

quality.
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